Analysis Questions

BAR GRAPHS
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What kind of graph is this?
What is the title of this graph?
What does the graph show?
What is the unit used in this graph?
Which four movies are represented in this data?
How many people are represented?
What does it mean for something to be highest-grossing?
What is a 3D movie?
Why would film executives want to watch the money coming
in from 3D movies?
Which grossed more – Up or Monsters vs. Aliens?
Which grossed more – Up or Ice Age?
Which grossed more – Avatar or Up?
Which movie grossed the most money?
Which movie grossed the least?
What would be the average of the highest grossing 32 movies?
What does it mean to be “based on domestic growth”?
If a movie executive wanted to look at the data for the movies
that earned 200 million or more for this time period, which
would she use?
What is the gross from all four movies combined? What
percent is from 3D movies? What percent is from 2D movies?
Based on the data in the graph, is this statement true? Avatar
grossed more than Monsters and Ice Age combined?
What is the source of the data in the graph?
What is the range, in millions of dollars, of these four movies?
What percent of the gross do 3D movies represent?
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23. About what percent of the gross for Avatar is from 2D
movies?
24. Is this statement verifiable from the data in the graph?
Moviegoers are flocking to 3-D movie screens. Why or
why not?
25. One part of the graph uses 3-D. Another uses 3D.
Which is correct?

ADD YOUR OWN QUESTIONS:

Use bar graphs from current
magazines, newspapers, and
websites. Don’t’ forget to use
topics that are of high interest
to students.
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